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The Current State of Risk
Supply chain disruption incurs tremendous costs. In a riskmethods and Supply Chain Dive survey, nearly
four in five (79 %) respondents report 4 % or more of revenue was lost to supply chain disruptions over the
past three years, with the largest group (47 %) reporting a 4 % to 6 % loss. These revealing figures illustrate
the scope of the problem and the opportunities that come from better monitoring and mitigation.

Results from Benchmark Report
» Responding to Increased Supply Chain Risk with Greater Vigilance «
What percentage of revenue was lost to the business
due to supply chain disruptions in the past three years?
(Respondents chose one response)

7 % to 10 %

26 %

Less than 3 %

21 %
Supply Chain
Disruption is Costing
Organizations Dearly

More than 10 %

6%

4 % than 6 %

47 %

Source: riskmethods and Supply Chain Dive survey of 150 procurement and supply chain executives (2022)

Procurement and supply chain professionals are often asked
how they can contribute to the success and competitiveness of the business.
The answer is that they can leverage the value contributed by supply chain functions
to overall company success
Heiko Schwarz
CEO und founder of riskmethods
riskmethods
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Challenges of Supply Chain Risk

1

Pulling information from different systems
that don't harmonize or measure risk in a common way

2

Time and effort spent
assembling and centrally communicating action plans

3

Only able to react to events, or lack of knowledge
until the event happens

4

Difficulty in
accessing and using risk information company-wide

In the past, our supply chain was
designed primarily for cost efficiency
rather than resilience or agility. 
In today’s more challenging market
environment, a key success factor
in our purchasing strategy is 
managing our supply chain risk. 
This supports us in our mission to
deliver more value to our customers.

The riskmethods Solution
is a key element of our
supply chain risk management,
and it has enabled us to deliver
impressive results overall.

Velat Özkilinc
Executive Vice President | Chief Purchasing Officer
Joyson Safety Systems

James Klotz
Senior Vice President of Global Sourcing
Douglas Dynamics

riskmethods customer

riskmethods customer

We’ve shortened lead times by 64 %,
improved production quality by 27 %,
and increased savings by 53 %.
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The riskmethods Solution TM
Supply Chain Risk Management • S C R M

The riskmethods Solution empowers businesses to monitor, identify, assess, and mitigate supply chain risk.
By using artificial intelligence, we help customers automate and accelerate threat detection, enabling them
to gain competitive advantage with a well-managed approach to meeting customer demands, protecting
reputation, and reducing total cost of risk.

Risk Intelligence

using real-time risk monitoring
based on structured and
unstructured data sources

Cloud-Based
Modular Platform

extending applications to easily
identify, assess, mitigate, and
monitor supply chain risk

Supply Risk Network

is a collaborative hub for supply
chain risk management across
multi-tiered supply chains

Be risk aware

React faster

Be proactive

The riskmethods Solution TM
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riskmethods Risk Intelligence TM
Risk Intelligence blends the art and science of supply chain risk management. We combine the power and
scale of artificial intelligence with the experience and intuition of human intelligence to produce meaningful
risk alerts that are greater than the sum of their parts.

Where Does the Risk Data Come From?

Real-Time
Media Monitoring

Commercial
and Government
Databases

Premium
Data Sources

Internal
Systems Sources

Results of
Your Supplier Risk
Assessment

riskmethods
Risk Intelligence
monitors
15+ billion articles
monthly across
300k news sources
24/7/365
in real time.

Data sources such as
Munich RE NATHAN
Risk Suite,
Transparency
International,
Standard and Poor’s
round out
your risk data.

Risk data from
premium content
partners such as
BitSight, EcoVadis,
IntegrityNext feeds
specialized risk
information into
riskmethods
Risk RadarTM.

Seamless
integration of data
from
internal systems
such as ERP/SRM
creates a
comprehensive
view of risk.

Evaluate
and transfer
survey results
automatically
into your
business partners’
holistic risk profiles.

When our supplier was hit by a fire,
riskmethods alerted us 30 hours before the supplier did.
Because we acted fast to find an alternative source
before market prices increased,
we realized a purchasing advantage worth $ 300,000.
André Hahn
Product Manager • Stockmeier Group
riskmethods customer
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Cloud-Based Modular Platform
Modularized and integrated to support the end-to-end supply chain risk management process

24/ 7/ 365 alerting
that is relevant and
cuts out the noise

Risk Intelligence-curated information
displayed in risk scorecards provides
comprehensive risk profiles of all types
of risk for better decision-making

Dashboard and analytics
show risk patterns that aid
decision-making and help anticipate
negative events

World map labeled
with risks

PLATFORM MODULES
Risk Radar

Impact Analyzer

Action Planner

Uses an interactive world map to
reveal supply chain risk uncovered
by AI-powered Risk Intelligence.
Comprehensive risk scorecards,
dashboard, and analytics show risk
patterns that aid decision-making.

Assesses supplier criticality and
detects vulnerabilities at category
level. Models risk exposure
based on selection of suppliers in
network. Highlights potential gaps
in supply base ahead of disruption.

Enables collaboration across
users’ organizations and
suppliers. Enables proactive
risk management through
preconfigured mitigation
plans for all types of risk.

Sub-tier Visibility

Risk Assessment

Provides supply chain visibility
into sub-tiers when suppliers join
riskmethods Supply Risk Network.
Provides risk alerts in real time
across entire supply chain to
reduce bottlenecks.

Allows suppliers to become an
integral source of risk insight.
Extends accuracy of decisionmaking through automated
surveys and integrates results
into risk scorecards.
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riskmethods Supply Risk Network TM
Supply Risk Network is a trusted hub for enterprises and their supply network partners to collaboratively
manage supply chain risk, empowering them to increase resilience, avoid disruption, ensure compliance,
and protect brand reputation. Companies gain multi-tier transparency via an innovative approach that
benefits each of the participants in the network such as fueling collaboration and boosting profitability
for all supply chain partners.

How Collaboration Drives Resilience for Enterprises and Suppliers
Supply Risk Network explores a new frontier of collaboration between you and your suppliers.
We have made it easier than ever for your suppliers to share data with you securely, so you can
build a resilient supply network together. All participants benefit from membership in the network.

How Does It Work?

Enterprise
As a riskmethods customer,
you send invitations to your suppliers,
encouraging them to join Supply Risk
Network. As soon as your suppliers
upload data on their relevant suppliers,
you gain multi-tier risk insights via
riskmethods Sub-tier Visibility™.
Supplier
Your customer invites you to join
Supply Risk Network at no cost to you.
Register and upload the company names
and locations of relevant suppliers through
a secure IT-environment. This enables you to
instantly view risks in your own supply chain.

Benefits of Collaboration

Enterprise
 Achieve collaborative
supply chain visibility into sub-tiers
 Maintain business continuity
and avoid costs
 Maintain compliance and sustainability

Supplier
 Identify and mitigate
threats faster in real time
 Protect your business
while saving time and money
 Stay competitive through greater resilience
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Turn Risk into a Competitive Advantage
Ensure ESG and Compliance
Stay on top of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) standards as well as compliance
violations to make sure that your brand is not damaged by a supplier’s bad behavior.
Maintain Business Continuity
Respond faster to disruptions with real-time alerts for events
that directly affect your own supply chain.
Create Efficiency through Innovation
Be faster, smarter, and better by using cutting-edge riskmethods artificial intelligence
to automate processes that are beyond human scale.
Enhance Supply Chain Transparency
Easily manage your entire risk exposure with simple summaries, reports, and overviews
that show you exactly what is going on throughout the different tiers of your supply chain.
Help Your Bottom Line
Take advantage of predictive insights that will help you avoid costs
by addressing risk before it happens.
Improve Supplier Relationship Management
Supplier and vendor qualification is critical for your success.
Use risk-aware decision-making to select the best and most reliable suppliers.

With The riskmethods Solution, we are able to
mitigate any risk in our supply chain by almost 100 %
and improve the productivity of our purchasing team
by more than 60 %.
Velat Özkilinc
Executive Vice President | Chief Purchasing Officer
Joyson Safety Systems
riskmethods customer
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For every $1 you spend on risk
prevention, you savewww.riskmethods.net
$3 to $5
in emergency costs afterwards.
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Artur Kulawiński
Global Supply Risk Manager • Clariant
riskmethods customer

Supply Chain Risk Management • S C R M

Boston
USA

Munich
Germany
Headquarters

Wroclaw
Poland

Founded
2013

Risk Intelligence
AI-driven actionable risk intelligence for
corporate supply chains

Global Presence
Germany • USA • Poland

Modular Platform
Designed by procurement and supply chain
experts and practitioners

Our Customers
219 global enterprises • 24,000+ users

Enterprise-Ready
Open API • AWS-hosted
SOC 2 Compliance

Staff
200+ supply chain professionals

Industry Leader
Award-winning and analyst-recognized
SCRM solution provider

www.riskmethods.net

Reach out to your riskmethods contact or write us at info@riskmethods.net
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Learn more about the intelligent way
to manage risk !
Visit www.riskmethods.net
or connect with us on LinkedIn

© 2022 riskmethods GmbH. All rights reserved. This document, or parts thereof, should not be copied, adapted, redistributed, or otherwise used without the prior
written consent of riskmethods GmbH or any of its affiliates (hereinafter the “riskmethods Group”). This document is provided for the information purposes only,
it is subject to change without notice. This document does not constitute representation, warranties of any kind whatsoever, either express or implied, about the
information contained within the document itself or in connection with the riskmethods products and services (hereinafter the “riskmethods solution”). This document does not constitute an offer or commitment to provide riskmethods solution or fitness for a particular purpose. While every effort has been made to ensure
that the information presented in this document is accurate, riskmethods Group excludes all responsibility for errors, omissions, or out-of-date information and
shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever for direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages resulting or in connection with this document.
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